
 
 

  

The toroidal pumped limiter of Tore Supra is made of 576 
elementary high heat flux (HHF) cooled plasma-facing 
components (PFC’s) and designed to sustain 10 MW/m² in steady 
state. One of the main technical difficulties is to ensure a high 
quality of the bond between the carbon fiber composite armor 
tile and the water-cooled heat sink due to the high thermal 
stresses that develop at the bond during operation. Consequently, 
a HHF facility able to reproduce in service operation of PFC’s is 
required all along the development and manufacturing route. In 
Europe, the FE200 facility (electron beam, 200 kW, France) 
operating since 1991, was extensively used for such a 
development. A first testing campaign in 1995 was devoted to the 
qualification of this bond: AMC® technology from Plansee 
GmbH was selected. Afterwards, a second campaign on scale-one 
elements (1996) allowed an optimization of the element design 
and series production to be launched. During the mass 
production, a non-destructive control process – cheaper and 
faster than HHF testing – based on infrared characterization was 
routinely operated on 100 % of the manufactured elements. 
Strong variability of the bond quality was observed and a repair 
process allowing the replacement of deficient tiles was developed. 
In 2000 and 2001, 2 campaigns of HHF testing were launched to 
correlate the non-destructive measurements and to optimize and 
validate the repair process. This was done, in two steps, with 
success. This yielded moreover interesting information for 
qualifying both tests across each other and also to analyze the 
fatigue evolution of the bond. The qualification and the 
achievement of the Tore Supra limiter has greatly been made 
possible by such HHF tests, which appears as essential before 
and during PFC manufacturing. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tore Supra is a large Tokamak (R = 2.4 m, a = 0.72 m) 
designed for long pulses operations with high additional 
power (25 MW during 1000s). Recent upgrade of the internal 
components culminated in the installation of an actively 
cooled limiter mainly dedicated to the convective power 
exhaust and the plasma density control. This toroidal pumped 
limiter (TPL) is made of 576 elementary HHF cooled plasma 
facing components manufactured with hardened copper heat 
sink and armored with CFC flat tiles [1] (cf. Fig. 1). The 
FE200 HHF facility (electron beam 200 kW, France [2]), in 
operation since 1991, has been extensively used during the 
design phase of these plasma-facing components and also 
during the mass production to validate the acceptance tests 
criteria and a reparation process. In this paper the validation of 
the design of the HHF components is presented in section II 
while section III displays the use of HHF tests during 
manufacturing. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  The Tore Supra TPL with a magnification of the neutralizing finger 
leading edge. 

II. DESIGN VALIDATION OF THE HHF ELEMENTS 

A. Definition of the concept 

In 1994-1995, the conceptual design of the standard LPT 
finger as shown on Fig. 2, was finalized. A critical heat flux 
campaign was first performed, leading to select smooth tubes 
rather than swirl tubes for cooling [3]. The critical heat flux 
limits were found to be 15 MW/m2 (leading edge) and 14 
MW/m2 (flat part) for incident heat flux to be compared with 
the design values of respectively 8 MW/m2 and 6 MW/m2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Design concept of the elementary component of the water-cooled TPL 
(CuCrZr heat sink, pure copper compliant layer, N11 CFC flat tile, values in 
mm) 
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After a HHF testing on 4 reduced scale elements, AMC® 
technology robustness from Plansee group was demonstrated 
and was chosen for the TPL components [4][5][6]. 

B. Tests on prototypes of standard elements  
In 1996, 2 scale one elements were manufactured by Plansee 
Company with the leading edges designed at 45° angle 
(Fig. 3). Fatigue cycling performed in FE200 shown that the 
flat part of the components was able to sustain 1000 cycles at 
14.5 MW/m² (nominal design: 10 MW/m²), the limit being 
around 18 MW/m². However, the leading edges failed during 
cycling at 11 MW/m² (flat profile over 100 mm, nominal 
value 8 MW/m²). This last result led to a revision of the 
leading edge design. 
Two pre-serial prototypes with the present rounded leading 
edge were manufactured and successfully tested at FE200: the 
new leading edge presented a stable thermal behaviour at 8 
MW/m², the flat part sustained more than 3500 cycles at 
relevant fluxes (10 MW/m2) without evolution. Furthermore, 
the prototypes were able to remove 76 kW, more than twice 
the nominal value. This last campaign definitively validated 
the design of the standard fingers (Fig. 4, [7]). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.  First prototype mock-up with a 45° leading edge and measurement of 
the finger bending 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Results of HHF tests for reduced scale and pre-serial elements 

C. Tests for neutralizer elements 
Initially, 3 designs for the cooling circuit of neutralizer 
leading edges (see this leading edge on Fig.1) were proposed: 
circular flow, annular flow and hypervapotron. Three CuCrZr 
heat sinks were manufactured following these designs and 
HHF tested. The main goal of the tests was to check the 
thermal hydraulics capacity of the proposed leading edges: 

hypervapotron design demonstrated its superiority both in 
terms of critical heat flux margin (more than 2 compared with 
nominal value of 15 MW/m2) and in terms of surface 
temperature and was thus selected. 

III. TESTS DURING THE PRODUCTION 

A. Acceptance infrared thermography tests  
In order to perform a non-destructive examination of HHF 
components a test bed, called SATIR, was developed in 1994 
[8]. It is based on a hot-cold water shock inside the elements 
with monitoring of the surface temperature by infrared 
camera. The surface temperature transient is compared with 
the one of a reference element. The difference between the 2 
transient responses is computed and the maximum of this 
difference is called DTref. It was established, notably by finite 
element calculation that a tile is faulty, i.e. there is a 
significant defect at the interface between armor and heat sink, 
if DTref is superior to 3°C [9][10]. This acceptance criterion 
was used to detect the defective elements during manufacture: 
about 3% of tiles were found faulty leading to about 30 % of 
rejected elements) [6][11][12]. A repair process of the faulty 
tiles was consequently developed. 

B. HHF campaigns on standard elements  
Eight standard fingers (each made of 21 tiles) from the 
industrial manufacture were HHF tested at FE200 in two 
testing campaigns (see the first mock-up on Fig. 5). It 
represents a sampling rate of 1.4%. More than 109000 cycles 
cumulated were performed on 102 tiles during these tests. 
Further to the reception of the first elements from the 
industrial manufacture, a first HHF testing campaign was 
performed during summer 2000 in order to qualify the 
industrial manufacture process and to qualify the repair 
process. Thirty-two tiles sustained more than 1000 cycles at 
10 MW/m² without damage, among them 6 tiles were fatigued 
with success up to respectively 1800 cycles for 1 tile, 2100 for 
one other tile, 2900 for 3 tiles and 3900 for 1 tile. Five others - 
non-detected during SATIR pre-infrared examination - failed 
between 1600 and 3900 cycles when Tore Supra requirement 
is 1000 cycles. In total, 15% of the tentatively cycled tiles 
were damaged during the test. Furthermore, the repaired tiles 
failed after few cycles at 10 MW/m², thus disqualifying the 
fist repair process (Fig 6). 
A second HHF campaign was organized during spring 2001 
mainly based on the validation of a revised repair process in 
which the welding of the new tiles were optimized. Twenty-
two tiles sustained well 1000 cycles at 7-9 MW/m² (and 8 
others 500 cycles). Nine tiles were in fact repaired and 
sustained without damage the cycling step: the revised repair 
process was validated (Fig. 7). Three other tiles were with a 
SATIR DTref of 3.2, 3.3 and 3.9°C: 2 of them failed under 
cycling (one, after 530 cycles at 5 MW/m2, got an increase of 
temperature from 650°C to 800°C, the other, after 660 cycles, 
got an increase from 580 to 1000°C at 5 MW/m2). Two other 
tiles, accepted at the SATIR test, failed after 608 cycles at 
9 MW/m² but sustained, without increased damage, 440 other 
cycles at 7 MW/m². Critical heat flux measurements were 
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performed during this campaign: a peak value of 14 MW/m² 
absorbed heat flux was reached both on leading edges (peak) 
and flat part (uniform) (water flow 150°C, 35 bar, 9 m/s) 
without incident. These values are consistent with the design 
values of critical heat flux established with a modified Tong75 
correlation [13][14][15] as shown on fig. 8 and 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Mock-up for series element tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Fatigue tests performed on a 4 element mock-up in 2000 vs. the tile 
number of each element (1 = leading edge), all the repaired tiles failed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Fatigue tests performed on 3 elements in 2001 vs. the tile number of 
each element (1 = leading edge). No repaired tile failed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Critical heat flux limits found on series elements at the leading edge vs. 
water velocity and compared with the 1994 data obtained on bare Glidcop 
reduced scale elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Critical heat flux limits found on series elements on the flat part of the 
elements vs. water velocity and compared with the 1994 data obtained on bare 
Glidcop reduced scale elements. 

C. HHF campaign on non-standard element 
For the TPL it was necessary to design a special element with 
a 1.5 time larger heat sink allowing a hole for traversing 
diagnostic. A diagnostic and a neutraliser element from 
production batches were HHF tested on the FE200 in 2002 in 
order to validate the special leading edge of these elements. 
On the diagnostic finger 300 cycles at 6 MW/m² were 
performed on the leading edge with no increase of the plateau 
surface temperature that remained constant in the range 500-
600°C. For the neutraliser element, the leading edge sustained 
well 300 cycles at a peaked heat flux of 13 MW/m² with a 
stable CFC maximum temperature (around 700°C).  

D. Correlation between acceptance and HHF tests 
Correlation between the SATIR examination and the FE200 
screening or fatigue tests is given Fig. 10. A total of 102 tiles 
are concerned.  
• the 2 tiles with a DTref above 4.5°C were detected at the 

FE200 screening and failed after a few cycles. This confirms 
that tiles detected as damaged have to be rejected, 

• for the 9 tiles with a DTref between 3 and 4.5°C only 4 were 
detected at the FE200 screening and only 2 among them 
failed during the fatigue tests, that shows that some tiles in 
this category can be accepted with concession, 
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• for the 91 tiles with a DTref below the 3°C acceptance 
criterion, 7 showed a less effective CFC-Cu joint at the 
FE200 screening (8%) and among them 4 were damaged 
during the fatigue tests. However, what was unexpected, 
3 others non-detected as suspicious were damaged during 
the fatigue tests (and 5 others, also non detected were 
damaged after the 1000 cycles required for Tore Supra). 
This suggests that some tiles, non faulty neither at SATIR 
examination nor at FE200 screening may be however 
damaged by heat loading cycles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 10.  Statistic repartition on a population of 102 tiles from the industrial 
manufacture characterized on SATIR, screened and fatigued at FE200 
 
 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
For the good development of the Tore Supra PFC’s and the 

achievement of the TPL it has been essential to perform HHF 
tests and hence the FE200 facility appeared as a necessary and 
exceptional tool.  

It was also necessary to develop less expensive tests and 
easier to implement for acceptance of series elements The 
infrared SATIR test bed was extensively used and allowed us 
to detect faulty elements, which led to the development of a 
repair process. However the quick optimization of this repair 
process would not have been possible without the FE200 tests. 

Moreover it was proved that tiles with slight defects could 
sustain high heat fluxes with acceptable damage increase.  

Finally and despite the encountered problems, all the 
elements have been manufactured with success and the TPL 
achieved. It has been operated since 2002 at up to 4 MW/m2. 

The next step will be to increase the injected power into the 
machine allowing full qualification of the TPL at nominal 
conditions. 
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